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Arts and Science News and Kudos

We are excited to have released our Annual Review 2019-2020, and invite you to explore this year’s edition if you haven’t already, at QUartsci.com/annualreview. As it highlights achievements made over the course of the year, the following includes only the most recent news. Kudos also go to everyone in our Faculty for working collaboratively to face and overcome the challenges caused by COVID-19.

- The Faculty of Arts and Science is pleased to announce the appointment of Dr. Anita Jack-Davies as Assistant Dean, Equity, Diversity, Inclusion, and Indigeneity (EDII) - the first assistant deanship of its kind in the Faculty and at Queen’s, and one of only a few similar positions across the country. In this role, Dr. Jack-Davies will provide valuable leadership in EDII including implementing the many EDII priorities contained in the Faculty’s Strategic Plan. Read more on our website.
- Queen’s University researchers Robert Ross and Jennifer Tomason (both School of Kinesiology and Health Studies) have helped develop the first ever 24-Hour Movement Guidelines for Adults that show what a healthy use of 24 hours looks like. The guidelines are unique because they integrate the three movement behaviours (physical activity, sedentary, and sleep behaviours) for those aged 18-64 and 65 and older. They also feature new recommendations on light physical activity including standing. Read more in the Queen’s Gazette.